December 2012

General Manager’s Report by Steven Lee
Christmas comes early again for
MPC’s growers

Dear Growers,

The additional 15c per kg means 10% of
consignments have received $4.00/kg or
more (a number of growers have
exceeded the $4.50/kg level) and almost
one third of all deliveries exceed $3.50/
kg.

MPC Chairman Chris Ford announced
MPC growers will receive an additional
payment of $0.15/kg for all deliveries for
We also know that our $1.50 up-front
the 2012 season.
payment and paying to the full notional
price by Christmas assists our growers
The news was greatly received by all at
with their cash flow.
the Christmas party and is a pleasing
result for the company and our
Total return to farm
suppliers. Given the strong Australian
dollar and continued European financial But it’s not just a good $/kg that counts.
uncertainty, which impacted on some of MPC is focused on both your total
our major export markets, the news is
return-to-farm based on the quantity of
particularly pleasing.
usable kernel produced and growers’

The findings were reduced nut-loss
on-farm, reduced sorting and with no
observable change in quality or price per
kg of NIS.
The combined effect of additional
volume delivered, good NIS prices and
reduced on- farm costs, have seen
increased profit for these growers.
2012 Australian crop
The 2012 Australian crop looks set to be
close to 39,000t - just above the 38,000t
predicted by the industry forecasting
model. The lack of significant weather
events during the growing season
assisted with the prediction accuracy.

With the extra payment our final price
for conventional NIS is $3.25/kg at the
industry standard of 33% Premium KR
and 3% Reject. KR

production costs. This is backed up by
giving the market what they want –
great tasting kernel and reliable supply.

Our final organic and organic-inconversion price is $5.50/kg and $4.07/
kg respectively, at 33% Premium KR and
3% Reject KR. The higher final price for
organic and organic-in-conversion NIS is
due to the considerably higher kernel
price received in the market.

MMI have sold all but a small quantity of
It was great to see so many growers
attend our “Good Ideas” workshop at the kernel and are commencing
negotiations for the 2013 crop – see
MPC factory recently.
Larry’s MMI Marketing Report for more
Showcasing big innovative ideas is a
detail on the current state of play in the
benefit of these workshops — so too is
market.
sharing simple ways to improve on-farm
production.
Keeping kernel fresh

Five years running
The additional payment comes on top of
an already competitive NIS offer—paid
to full notional price prior to Christmas
for the 5th year in succession.

Good Ideas

Kevin Quinlan presented statistics on
crop loss and quality data from growers
who focused on nutrition, pest and
disease control, regular harvesting and
putting nut through their sheds quickly.

Knowing the size of the crop and
balancing market requirements well in
advance has been a big benefit this
season.

We’re all aware kernel is best preserved
when it is in a nitrogen flushed, vacuum
packed pouch and in cool storage. And
we all know the faster this can be
completed the better the quality is for
the consumer.
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Our new delivery system combined with bumper year to benchmark against, it is
still a big improvement on the 2008 –
our advanced kernel sorting processes
2011 seasons.
has helped achieve this so our
customers get the best kernel.
The extended dry period through the
main flowering seemed to stress trees in
Our finished kernel test results have
many growing areas and may have
confirmed we are achieving our goal.
contributed to a poorer than expected
Figure 1 below shows a reduction in
peroxide values during the 2012 season nut-set.
when compared to previous years. While
The main nut-set seems to have come
the 2010 and 2011 results were good
from the earlier flowering which may
the 2012 results are even better.
lead to an early harvest for the 2013
season. Our receivals area will be set up
We see this as confirmation the new
system is giving our kernel longer shelf and ready to go in anticipation of early
deliveries.
life and better eating quality.

Peroxide Value by Season
Current AMS industry
recommended limit

Peroxide Value meq.

3.50
3.00

International Industry
Award
AMS Board Chairman Andrew Starkey,
recently presented Phil Zadro with the
inaugural International Lifetime
Achievement Award in recognition of
Phil’s pioneering work in developing the
macadamia industry not only in
Australia but worldwide.
Phil was instrumental in establishing
MPC and the new CNA factory in
Bundaberg. He also pioneered the
development of large-scale cultivation
of macadamia orchards in the
Northern Rivers and Bundaberg over
the last 30 years. In recent years Phil
expanded his macadamia farming
ventures into South Africa.
Phil’s commitment to the industry still
remains as strong as ever, as he
continues to plan and develop his
macadamia interests.

2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

2010

2011

2012

Season

Figure 1. Peroxide Value by Season (Higher values indicate oil rancidity
and poor taste. The current industry recommended limit is 3 meq.).
Drying System Upgrade
At the factory we’re continuing the cost
reduction program by converting our
final stage drying system to the Bungay
style system used successfully during
the 2012 season at CNA’s facility in
Bundaberg.
This system has many advantages over
conventional LPG fired, temperature
controlled drying systems. It dries at
lower temperatures, which is gentler on
the kernel and has a significant
reduction in energy use for the drying
process (resulting in significant savings).
We expect the shelf-life of our 2013
kernel quality to be even better as a
result of these changes.
2013 crop

2012 Grower Awards
Congratulations to all growers who won
awards in the different categories
presented at the Christmas party. There
were some tremendous results achieved
by growers who worked hard to control
pest and disease pressure during the
growing season and maintained this
quality post harvest.
On behalf of the management and staff
at MPC, I would like to take the
opportunity to thank you all for your
support during 2012 and wish you all a
Merry Christmas and a safe and
prosperous New Year.

AMS Chairman Andrew Starkey
(left) presentingPhil Zadro (right)
with the International Lifetime
Achievement Award

Steve Lee, General Manager

We’ve received varied reports from
growers on the nut-set with most
expecting 2013 production levels to be
similar to the 2012 season. Whilst not a
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Marketing Report

efforts worldwide the vast majority will
be sold and consumed prior to next
year’s crop becoming available.

Outlook

Growth of the Middle Eastern and
Chinese markets, and continued
demand from the USA indicates that
The MMI 2013 crop estimate indicates
The 2012 Australian crop has been
only a small increase in kernel availability prices will remain relatively stable in
officially announced at 39,000t of NIS –
in 2013. This is expected to be offset by 2013, although Australian growers may
only a small increase over earlier
feel the effect of the strong Australian
increased purchases of NIS by the
estimates
Chinese market, new product launches dollar.
The official Australian kernel production and expansion of new markets that
Sales of 2013 kernel will commence
forecast is 11,600t of kernel. This has
have been delayed awaiting availability early in the new year when MPC will be
increased from earlier estimates due to of more kernel.
able to provide more feedback on NIS
better than expected kernel recoveries
pricing.
as the season progressed and slightly
China has a taste for our NIS and
Across 2013 the demand for all kernel
more NIS being received than was
kernel
styles will remain strong and there are a
forecast.
Approximately 25% of the South African number of substantial product launches
The diameter of 2012 NIS was smaller
crop was sold to China as NIS during
planned for next year.
than average resulting in a decreased
2012. The expansion of the Chinese
supply of Styles 0, 1 and 4L and an
market is expected to continue in 2013 Larry McHugh , MMI
increase in Style 4 and Style 1S.
with Chinese buyers already showing
interest in purchasing large volumes of
This reduction in kernel diameter was
NIS.
also seen in South Africa. As a result,
most of the world’s production of larger Kernel purchases for the Chinese market By Larry McHugh
whole kernel is now sold out and only
are also increasing rapidly, and this trend You may be aware I was recently elected
small amounts of small whole kernel are is expected to continue throughout
as a Director of the AMS Board. Thanks
uncommitted.
2013.
to everyone who voted for me. I will be
Kernel production forecast up

AMS activities

providing a brief report on AMS
activities in this and future editions of
Figure 2 on the right shows our estimate The Nutshell and I encourage your
feedback on all AMS matters.
of the percentage of the entire world’s
2012 crop consumed by each
region. The numbers are
Other Asia, 3%
based on import statistics. NIS
Other , 3%
sales have been converted to
World kernel supply
China, 14%
Table 1 below shows estimates of kernel kernel. It shows whilst the USA
remains
the
biggest
user
of
produced from various origins over the
USA, 41%
macadamia kernel, the
last two years and a forecast for 2013
percentage of kernel reaching
using grower information, agricultural
China is growing rapidly.
supply chain managers and sources
Aust, 12%
from all origins.
Prices for Australian kernel
Note all NIS, including that predicted to decreased slightly across 2012
Japan, 9%
be sold in-shell, has been converted to a and now more closely match
Europe, 19%
market expectations.
kernel equivalent.
There are limited quantities of half
kernel available which will be utilised to
keep supply constant through to the
new season. It is expected the small
amount of remaining kernel will be
committed prior to the 2013 season.

2012 consumption by region

Figure 2. Kernel consumption by region

The table shows there has been a
substantial increase in kernel availability
in 2012 but due to sales and marketing

Essential Energy

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Australia

7800

11600

12000*

South Africa

8514

9600

10000*

USA

4700

4200

3600*

Kenya

2400

3300

4000*

Other

5225

6977

7000*

Total

28,639

35,677

36,600

The AMS and MPC have been working
with Essential Energy trying to reach a
solution regarding maintaining and/or
removing trees under powerlines. The
result of this work is the development of
a Charter issued by Essential Energy
providing guidelines with their
requirements.
2013

Table 1. Early estimates by MMI of kernel production by region. *Note
these figures are based on feedback from the different countries
THE NUTSHELL
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This document provides considerable
concessions over Essential Energy’s
initial plans with the highlight being
their acceptance of a 3m clearance
distance for powerlines and allowing
growers to develop a site specific
maintenance plan that outlines how a
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grower will maintain this clearance
distance. The plan will need to be
submitted to Essential Energy for their
approval. Once accepted this plan will
guide both Essential Energy and the
grower on the agreed maintenance
requirements. For more details please
contact Kevin Quinlan at MPC who can
assist you develop a management plan.

have to be sourced externally.
The AMS is considering how it might
comply with these rules if they are
established by the Government.

capabilities and with a small capacity
bin, it requires frequent unloading. The
farms being harvested are 8km apart
and so a system catering for the distance
was also required.

Good ideas workshop

Kim Wilson, General Manager of Grays
visited farms in the Bundaberg region
and saw a mobile dehusking trailer in
By Kevin Quinlan
action. He felt it met their needs. It was
A Good Ideas Workshop with 70 attending relatively inexpensive ($11,000 for a
Strategic planning
growers was held by MPC on Thursday 13th secondhand unit), required low
During 2013 the AMS will develop a new December.
horsepower to drive, could be taken to
industry strategic plan to guide future
the harvester, was easy to move
marketing and R&D expenditure. To be Mobile dehusking trailer
between properties, and the harvester
successful we encourage your ideas,
can tip directly into the trailers receival
In 2006-2007 Gray Plantations started
opinions and contributions.
bin.
planting macadamias in the Mackay
region.
Since
then,
they
have
planted
A first step is the development of a
The dehusking trailer consists of a
250ha comprising their own farm and
situation analysis providing all
receival bin that a Toro can tip directly
property owned by another party.
interested parties with a common
into with an auger in the bottom to
understanding of where the industry sits In 2012 they had their first crop of seven move the nut in-husk across to the
today.
tonnes. They anticipate this will grow to Admac de-husker. The Admac dehusks
the nuts and lifts them up, discharging
Planning for the future of our industry is 45 tonnes in 2013 and 140 tonnes in
onto a sorting table.
2014.
an extremely important step coupled
with the need to unite industry opinion As the farm is only in its early stages,
Once they pass across the sorting table
on the future direction.
they are sent up an elevator to a field
Gray Plantations were looking for a
simple and cost effective way to dehusk bin. The de-husker, sorting table and
A strong plan will result in valuable
focussed activities and I encourage you and sort their nuts. There were a couple load out elevator are variable speed.
all to participate in the planning process of motivating factors: the capital outlay Kim found the system worked well for
for a full dehusking system would have the small amount of nut put through
– you can make a difference.
been substantial, taking a long time to
this season.
pay back; and the change in how MPC
Industry advisory council
He believes the projected crop of 45
now receives product with up to 10%
membership
tonnes for 2013 should be handled well
nu-in-husk (NIH) and unsorted.
The Industry Advisory Council (IAC)
by the system and increasing tonnages
Currently a small Toro harvester is being
makes recommendations to HAL on
after that will test its capability.
expenditure of the Industry Levy funds. used on the farms – and as there is high
The drawback Kim found with the
rainfall at the start of the harvesting
The IAC in turn receives
machine has been throughput is slower
season, a light and maneuverable
recommendations from the R&D and
than a traditional shed, but this hasn’t
machine
is
needed.
Marketing committees.
been a problem so far.
The macadamia IAC consists of the Chair This harvester does not have dehusking
of the Marketing Committee (myself),
the Chair of the R&D committee
(Mathew Durack) and the Board of the
AMS. The Compulsory independent
chair of the IAC is Richard De Vos.
The Federal Government provides
matching funds to HAL for qualifying
R&D projects and they need to reassure
themselves and voters that money is
spent appropriately.
Unfortunately some industries have not
followed expenditure guidelines and the
Federal government is now looking at
this. They are particularly worried about
peak industry bodies having too much
control over how money is spent by
having a large share of the votes on the
IAC. It now seems likely the Government
will direct that the IAC can only contain a
fixed percentage of peak industry body
representatives and the remainder will
THE NUTSHELL
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Figure 3. The mobile dehusking trailer purchased by Gray Plantations .
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Harvester and mower in one
Alstonville growers Bob and Jenny
Willemse and Phil and Dale Bevan have
modified their harvester to harvest and
mow at the same time with significant
savings.
The machine comprises a 2.8m
harvesting head with sweeper, a trailing
mower at the rear, an offset mower and
whipper-snipper allowing them to mow
under the tree, right up to the tree butt.
All of this is attached to a 50HP
hydrostatic Kubota tractor (Figure 4).
Soil retention has been a priority for Bob
and Jenny as they wanted to maintain
grass cover and mechanically harvest
efficiently.
The entire farm has been soil profiled to
manage water flow from the tree line
and has had smothergrass planted.
Using the Kubota has meant that three
separate operations – sweeping,
harvesting and mulching/mowing have Figure 4. Harvester fitted with a sweeper, rear and side mowers and a
been replaced by one – reducing the
whipper snipper all mounted on a 50HP tractor.
cost and time required.
When the machine was initially
considered, the main concern was
ensuring the harvester picked up
efficiently and the mower wasn’t set too
low – to avoid smashing up nuts.
The harvester picks up 90% of the nuts
in a single pass. Completing a round
every two weeks has meant nuts left
behind are only on the ground for a
short period before harvesting.
Factory reject levels for mould and
discolouration are so low they are
insignificant and show that the
harvesting system is working well.
Running a harvester, a sweeper, two
mowing decks, and a whipper snipper
off a 50HP tractor meant additional
hydraulic flow was required. An
additional hydraulic booster pump was
fitted, running off the tractors PTO with
a 40lt tank and cooling system added.
The hydraulic system fitted was selected
to minimise weight and size of the tank
Figure 5. Close up of the whipper snipper
on the front of the tractor.
The whipper snipper was introduced to
the machine in 2012 to allow the
planted smothergrass to grow into the
treeline, removing the need for a
herbicide strip. This is shown in figure 5.
The whipper snipper floats over the
ground on a metal disc, using a counter

THE NUTSHELL
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weight system to ensure it doesn’t scalp
the ground. A brush arm is fitted out in
front that triggers a hydraulic ram to
move the whipper snipper out of the
way of the tree butts before it returns
after passing the tree.
Although the whipper snipper isn’t as

effective as a mower at cutting grass, it
has allowed the grass to grow further in
and so the sweeper can be used more
aggressively to move the nuts out.
The overall system allows one person to
harvest 2,600 trees in two days, with 5
tonne of NIS harvested in a single day.
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MPC receival system—results

Saleable and Reject Kernel

Kevin Quinlan provided an overview of
the results obtained from the new MPC
receival system introduced in 2012.

100%

MPC is focused on quality – giving
consumers a good tasting macadamia,
with a buttery flavour and soft crunch,
free from rancidity.

80%

From MPC and industry research the
way to achieve quality is to get the
product from the paddock to a vacuum
sealed-nitrogen flushed foil bag as
quickly as possible.
This season the amount of saleable
kernel in deliveries was similar to
previous seasons, (as shown in figure 6)
even though growers have done less
sorting on- farm.

60%

Reject

40%

Saleable

20%
0%
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Year

Figure 6. Saleable and reject kernel levels showing the 2012 season to be
similar to other seasons., even though growers have done less sorting

At the same time, the peroxide value of
kernel has decreased, which is a
measure of the shelf life of kernel (figure
7). This is very pleasing to MPC and gives
us a confidence that we are heading in
the right direction on quality.

Peroxide Value by Season
Current AMS industry
recommended limit

Peroxide Value meq.

3.50

Growers are also seeing some good
results. Figure 38is a plot of the reject
kernel recovery figures for a grower who
has used the full system.
This product was harvested and
dehusked using on-board dehuskers,
run across a rock sorting table and then
through a scroll dehusker. It was NOT
sorted on farm.

3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

2010

2011

2012

Season

When the NIS arrived at MPC, it was run
through the receival system, with
Figure 7. Peroxide values of MPC kernel over the last three seasons. Note
foreign matter and husk removed, along all seasons are well below the recommended limit.
with gross rejects (black nuts, rat eaten
nuts, seedlings) – no insect damage was
Reject KR %
No on-farm sorting, only gross
removed. Considering the basic sorting
rejects removed at MPC
undertaken, the reject level is no
3.5
different to past seasons.

This is an increase of 9% of the weight of
NIS delivered – which is paid to the
grower.
On a 100 tonne crop, this is an additional
9 tonne of NIS delivered – this is in the
order of $27,000 additional income
(using a $3.00/kg price), not to mention
the reduced labour costs.

3.0

2.5

Kernel Recovery %

The big difference has come in the
amount of NIS thrown out. By using the
MPC system all NIS harvested was
delivered – and MPC has only removed
1.3% of the nuts. In the past the grower
would remove approx 10% of nuts.

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
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Figure 8. Reject kernel recovery figures for a grower who has delivered
partially dehusked and unsorted NIS—note the 2012 reject KR.
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Insect damaged NIS is not removed by
MPC – as we have found there are
considerable amounts of good kernel
inside these nuts.
Figure 9 show a sample of heavily Fruit
Spotting Bug (FSB) damaged nuts, with
every nut having a mark on the shell.
When these nuts were cracked out, it
was found 70% of the kernel was
saleable (figure 10). Growers will still
need to control FSB in their orchard to
minimise losses, as 30% of the kernel
was damaged, but this highlights that
often NIS that looks defective still has
good quality kernel inside of it.
The reason why the damage mainly
occurs in the shell during the early to
mid-season period is not fully
understood, but a possible explanation
may be that FSB does not need to
penetrate the developing nut deeply to
access their food source. Once the shell Figure 9. NIS with visible Spotting Bug damage.
hardens, they must penetrate deeper to
feed, damaging the developing kernel.
Overall MPC has seen if growers focus
on growing a high quality crop,
harvesting it and delivering quickly,
there are considerable benefits for all.

Figure 10. The kernel extracted after cracking the heavily stung nuts. In figure 4. The kernel on the right
is insect damaged kernel, while the kernel on the right is premium and commercial grade kernel.
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FOR SALE
Potting machine
Comet potting machine, one owner, as new, very little use in a
macadamia nursery for replants on our own orchard.
$16,500 inc GST
Please contact Lindy Mason 0427 611 495 or 07 41559726
located in Bundaberg

Tractor
Kubota L3430 4WD HST, as new condition. 2,300 hours. No longer
needed, one owner, suit new buyer
$16,500 inc GST
Please contact Lindy Mason 0427 611 495 or 07 41559726 located
in Bundaberg

Truck
1990 GT 175 Hino 4x4 Dropside Tipper, H/D
Hiab, GVM 11.6T, 5 Spd,
$35,000 inc GST.
Please contact Lindy Mason 0427 611 495 or 07
41559726 located in Bundaberg

FAMA pruner and Tractor
CMA 250 FMA Pruner on Ford 4130, both good condition. Tractor
engine rebuild Feb 2012.
$29,700 inc GST .
Will separate (Ford 4130 $13,200 inc GST, Pruner $16,500 inc GST)
Please contact Lindy Mason 0427 611 495 or 07 41559726 located in
Bundaberg
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Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year!

Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written permission from
Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has been
taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by
Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for any claim which may arise from any person acting in reliance on the information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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